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Abstract—Short- and medium-haul links in interdata center, ac-
cess, and metro networks require cost-effective direct-detection
wavelength-division multiplexing transceivers offering energy ef-
ficiency, high information spectral density (ISD), and dispersion
tolerance. Single-sideband orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (SSB-OFDM) with direct detection is a potential solution;
however, it suffers a penalty from signal–signal beat interference
(SSBI) caused by the square-law photodetection. In this paper, a
novel DSP-based SSBI mitigation technique, with lower complex-
ity than previously proposed methods, is proposed and assessed
through numerical simulations for the first time. The performance
improvement is quantified by simulations of 9 × 112 Gb/s 16-
QAM SSB-OFDM signal with a net optical ISD of 2.1 (b/s)/Hz. The
performance is shown to be similar to that of the more complex
receiver-based iterative SSBI compensation technique. Simulations
predict an 8.7 dB reduction in the required OSNR at the 7% over-
head HD-FEC threshold, and increases up to 100% in maximum
reach over uncompensated standard single-mode fibre using the
proposed simplified SSBI compensation technique.

Index Terms—Direct detection, electronic pre-distortion, opti-
cal communication, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing,
signal–signal beat interference cancellation, spectrally efficient
wavelength division multiplexing, subcarrier modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE is a rapidly increasing demand for capacity in
metro, access and inter-data center networks due to data

intensive services such as video-on-demand, cloud computing
and the internet of things [1]–[3]. To meet this demand, the key
requirements for the optical communication links/networks are
the cost and energy efficiency, high information spectral density
(ISD) and tolerance to noise and fibre impairments [4], [5]. Re-
cently, service providers have started to build 100 Gb/s metro
optical solutions using direct-detection (DD) technology [6],
mainly because the use of single-polarization DD wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) systems is a promising low-cost
solution to achieve these aims [7]. Compared to coherent de-
tection, which offers the highest spectral efficiency but requires
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complex transceiver designs [8]–[12], DD transceivers use a
low-cost, simple receiver structure, which may be favorable for
short- and medium- haul applications.

In DD applications, high ISD can be achieved using subcar-
rier modulation (SCM), with the amplitude and phase of the
subcarrier(s) being recovered at the receiver through beating
with the optical carrier. There are two SCM approaches being
studied for DD systems: optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) [13] and Nyquist pulse-shaped subcarrier
modulation (Nyquist-SCM) [14]–[17].

Nonlinear distortion arises in DD SCM schemes (both OFDM
and Nyquist-SCM) from the signal–signal beating during the
square-law detection, generating unwanted mixing products
which interfere with the desired signal-carrier beat terms. This
effect is known as signal–signal beat interference (SSBI) and
causes a significant degradation in receiver sensitivity [18].
Therefore, it is necessary to develop effective techniques to
cancel the SSBI, and consequently, improve the performance of
DD SCM transmission systems.

Recently, a number of SSBI compensation techniques have
been investigated for both OFDM and Nyquist-SCM systems
[19]–[34], including the use of an optical balanced receiver
[19], [21], iterative digital pre-distortion [22]–[24] or iterative
digital post-compensation [25]–[28] schemes. Although the op-
tical scheme provides superior performance, it has the draw-
back of the significantly increased complexity of the receiver
optical hardware, requiring a balanced receiver which includes
two single-ended photodiodes and a very narrow optical filter
(<1 GHz) to separate the optical carrier from the transmit-
ted signal. The use of iterative digital pre-distortion leads to
an increased peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) and imper-
fect SSBI cancellation introduced by extra beating products af-
ter square-law detection [28]. The iterative post-compensation
scheme proposed in [25] compensates the SSBI with low re-
ceiver optical hardware complexity, but the digital hardware
complexity of the receiver is high due to the multiple iterations
required.

A comparison between the iterative SSBI pre-distortion and
post-compensation has been presented in [34]. The results in-
dicate that the two methods have the same computational com-
plexity due to the requirement for the same number of iterations,
and iterative SSBI post-compensation exhibits a better SSBI
compensation performance.

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel SSBI compensation
technique, which combines the concepts of pre-distortion and
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Fig. 1. System architecture for DD WDM transmission system. DAC: digital-
to-analogue converter; OBPF: optical band-pass filter; PD: photodetector; ADC:
analogue-to-digital converter.

post-compensation using a single-ended photodiode. This tech-
nique offers very good performance, and at the same time avoids
the need for multiple iterations of the demodulation DSP at the
receiver, while maintaining a simple transceiver hardware con-
figuration. While the technique is suitable for both OFDM and
Nyquist-SCM, we demonstrate it in this paper with OFDM in
simulations of a 9 × 112 Gb/s WDM single-sideband (SSB) 16-
QAM OFDM system on a 50-GHz grid. The results presented
include the reductions in the required optical signal-to-noise ra-
tio (OSNR) and in the bit error ratio (BER) following transmis-
sion over uncompensated standard single-mode fibre (SSMF).
Additionally, the compensation performance is compared with
the receiver-based iterative SSBI compensation technique [25]
and shown to be very similar.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATIONS

A schematic of the DD WDM system architecture is shown
in Fig. 1. The principle and mathematical models of two ef-
fective digital SSBI compensation methods are presented in this
section: the receiver-based iterative SSBI estimation and cancel-
lation and the proposed simplified SSBI mitigation technique,
respectively.

A. Receiver-Based Iterative SSBI Compensation Technique

An iterative SSBI cancellation technique at the receiver has
been proposed and successfully applied to DD virtual SSB op-
tical OFDM systems [25], and this technique has been refined
and extended to the DD SSB Nyquist-SCM technique [27], [28].
The steps of the technique are described in [25]–[28].

The SSB subcarrier modulated signal (OFDM or Nyquist-
SCM) field, E0(n), is generated, where n is the discrete time
index. Following this, chromatic dispersion pre-compensation
(CDP) by linear convolution with the inverse of the channel re-
sponse [35] and pre-emphasis can be performed to mitigate the
accumulated dispersion after transmission and low-pass filtering
effects in the transmitter respectively. During optical modula-
tion, the real-valued optical carrier, Ecarrier is added. After
transmission and square-law detection, the normalized detected
signal VDD (n) can be written as:

VDD (n) = |Ecarrier + E0(n)|2 = E2
carrier

+ 2Re [Ecarrier · E0(n)] + |E0(n)|2 (1)

Fig. 2. Transmitter DSP with SSBI pre-distortion, CDP and pre-emphasis.
MOD DSP: SSB OFDM or Nyquist-SCM signal generation; SF: sideband filter.

where Re[x] signifies the real part of x. In the RHS of this equa-
tion, the first term is simply the direct current (DC) component,
the second term is the desired carrier-signal beating products,
and the third is the signal–signal beating products. Within the it-
erative estimation and cancellation process at the receiver, after
demodulation and symbol decisions, modulation DSP is used to
generate a digital representation of the ideal SSB SCM signal
(without the optical carrier), E′

0(n), and an approximation of
the waveform of the signal–signal beating products is obtained
by implementing the square-law detection process:

Vconstruct(n) = |E ′
0(n)|2 (2)

where Vconstruct(n) is the reconstructed signal–signal beating
products. This is then subtracted from the stored received sig-
nal waveform, partially cancelling the distortion due to signal–
signal beating. Since the symbol decisions, and, consequently,
Vconstruct are not accurate for all the symbols, multiple itera-
tions of the demodulation/modulation and SSBI cancellation are
required until no further significant gains are observed. When
the performance improvement saturates, E′

0(n) ≈ E0(n), and
the compensated signal, Vcompensate(n) is written as:

Vcompensate(n) = VDD (n) − Vconstruct(n) ≈ E2
carrier

+ 2Re[Ecarrier · E0(n)]. (3)

Therefore, the compensated signal only contains the dc and
the desired carrier-signal beating terms, and the nonlinear distor-
tion caused by square-law detection is reduced. Typically, three
or four iterations are required to reach the fundamental limit
of the compensation performance, which results in significant
DSP complexity [25]–[28].

B. Simplified SSBI Compensation Technique

The simplified SSBI compensation technique that we propose
here for the first time has two steps: simple transmitter-based
digital pre-distortion and a receiver-based estimation and can-
cellation technique. The system performance is improved by
the pre-distortion which leads to more accurate decision mak-
ing and SSBI estimation at the receiver, thus avoiding the need
to perform multiple iterations in the post-compensation DSP.

The principle of the SSBI pre-distortion is shown in Fig. 2.
Following the generation of the digital representation of the SSB
SCM signal by the modulation DSP, a digital representation
of the signal–signal beating products is calculated, which is
subtracted from the original signal to pre-distort the signal. This
pre-distortion technique can be described as follows:

Epre(n) = E0(n) − ηΛ
[∣∣E0(n)2

∣
∣] (4)
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Fig. 3. Receiver DSP with SSBI post-compensation. MOD and DEMOD DSP: SSB OFDM or Nyquist-SCM signal generation and demodulation; SF: sideband
filter.

where Epre(n) is the pre-distorted signal, E0(n) is the SSB
SCM signal after modulation DSP, η is the scaling parameter
which controls the SSBI pre-distortion effectiveness, Λ[·] is
the operator describing the effect of the sideband filter and n
is the discrete time index. Note that, since the signal–signal
beating terms fall within the bandwidth of the original signal, the
proposed pre-distortion does not cause any bandwidth increase,
and hence does not introduce any additional penalty due to
bandwidth limitations. Following this, digital CDP and pre-
emphasis are carried out for dispersion and low-pass filtering
compensation respectively.

After electrical-to-optical conversion (with the addition of the
optical carrier), transmission over the fibre and, finally, square-
law detection, the detected signal VDD (n) can be written as:

VDD (n) = |Ecarrier + Epre(n)|2

= E2
carrier + 2Re [Ecarrier · E0(n)] + |E0(n)|2

+ η2
∣
∣
∣Λ[|E0(n)|2 ]

∣
∣
∣
2

− 2ηRe
[
E0(n)∗ · Λ[|E0(n)|2 ]

]

− 2ηRe
[
Ecarrier · Λ[|E0(n)|2 ]

]
. (5)

In this equation, the first term is simply the dc component, the
second term is the desired carrier-signal beating products, and
the third to the sixth terms represent additional beating products
between the signal, the signal–signal beating products and the
optical carrier. With the optimum adjustment of the scaling
factor, η, and the optical carrier, Ecarrier , at the transmitter, the
third term (signal–signal beating products) is partially cancelled
by the sixth term. On the other hand, the fourth and fifth terms
are relatively low, so the total amount of nonlinear distortion is
reduced with respect to that without SSBI pre-distortion.

At the receiver, the SSBI estimation and cancellation tech-
nique shown in Fig. 3 is used. The principle is as follows: (a) the
detected signal waveform is stored in memory, and then demod-
ulation DSP, including frequency down-conversion, subcarrier
demultiplexing and equalization, is carried out; (b) after making
symbol decisions, a digital representation of the pre-distorted
signal is re-generated and the effect of square-law detection is
calculated. For the accurate calculation of the waveforms of the
remaining beating terms after SSBI pre-distortion, the beating
terms between the carrier and signal–signal beating products
are re-generated and subsequently, subtracted from the detected

signal waveform; (c) for synchronization and amplitude scal-
ing, correlation calculations are carried out to determine the
correct delay and amplitude scaling of the reconstructed beat-
ing terms, which are then subtracted from the stored received
signal to eliminate the interfering terms; (d) finally, the compen-
sated signal is demodulated and BER is calculated. In contrast
to the previously demonstrated SSBI post-compensation tech-
nique [25], [26], no training sequence is required in this algo-
rithm, only correlation calculations are sufficient for accurate
synchronization.

Since the predistortion at the transmitter partially compen-
sates for the SSBI, multiple iterations of the above procedure
are not required to achieve maximum gain. Hence the technique
is simpler than the iterative techniques previously proposed.

The principle of the post-compensation technique is mathe-
matically described below:

Vconstruct(n) =
∣
∣
∣E ′

0(n) − ηΛ[|E ′
0(n)|2 ]

∣
∣
∣
2

− 2ηRe
[
Ecarrier · Λ[|E ′

0(n)|2 ]
]

= |E ′
0(n)|2 + η2

∣
∣
∣Λ[|E ′

0(n)|2 ]
∣
∣
∣
2

− 2ηRe
[
E ′

0(n)∗ · Λ[|E ′
0(n)|2 ]

]

− 2ηRe
[
Ecarrier · Λ[|E ′

0(n)|2 ]
]

(6)

where Vconstruct(n) is the reconstructed beating terms, and
E ′

0(n) is the regenerated SCM signal based on the symbol deci-
sions. After subtraction from the stored signal waveform, assum-
ing E ′

0(n) ≈ E0(n), the compensated signal, Vcompensate(n)
can be given as:

Vcompensate(n) = VDD (n) − Vconstruct(n) ≈ E2
carrier

+ 2Re [Ecarrier · E0(n)] . (7)

This is the same as equation (3), from which it can be seen
that the SSBI is compensated.

III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

The performance of the proposed SSBI compensation tech-
nique was tested in simulations of a WDM DD SSB OFDM sys-
tem, and was compared with the receiver-based iterative SSBI
estimation and cancellation technique. The signal generation,
transmission and detection were modeled using MATLAB. The
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Fig. 4. (a) Digital 16-QAM SSB-OFDM spectrum. (b) WDM 16-QAM SSB-
OFDM optical spectra before and after OBPF. Note that frequency scales in the
optical spectra are relative to the optical carrier frequency of the central channel.

modulation DSP (MOD DSP in Figs. 2 and 3) was carried
out as follows: the input bit sequences were mapped to sym-
bols to generate a conventional 16-QAM signal. The symbol
rate, fs , was set to 28 GBd, corresponding to a bit rate of 112
Gb/s. Subsequently, the SSB OFDM signal was generated. 256
data subcarriers were multiplexed using a 512-point inverse fast
Fourier transform. In order to avoid inter-symbol interference
due to delays introduced by electrical and optical filters in the
system, a 2% cyclic prefix (CP) was added.

For mitigation of SSBI, chromatic dispersion and low-pass fil-
tering effects, SSBI pre-distortion, CDP and pre-emphasis were
carried out following the modulation DSP in the transmitter. To
further optimize the system performance, symmetric clipping
was performed and the signal PAPR was reduced to 8.8 dB after
clipping. The I- and Q-components of the single-sideband or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing (SSB-OFDM) signal
were generated using a pair of digital-to-analogue converters
(DACs). The resolution of the DACs was assumed to be 5 bits
and the transmitter electrical bandwidth was 30 GHz, modelled
with a fifth order Bessel lowpass filter. The spectrum of the dig-
ital SSB-OFDM signal is shown in Fig. 4(a). The optical carrier
was added by optimally biasing the IQ-modulator to achieve
linear mapping from the electrical to optical domain with the
desired carrier-to-signal power ratio (CSPR). All nine WDM
channels, each carrying a 112 Gb/s SSB 16-QAM OFDM sig-
nal encoding four de-correlated 218 de Bruijn sequences, with
50-GHz channel spacing, were de-correlated by more than 120
symbols and then multiplexed. The WDM optical spectrum is
shown in Fig. 4(b). Following this, transmission over the fibre
link was simulated. It should be mentioned that, in order to
maintain the effectiveness of the SSBI pre-distortion, the value
of the scaling factor, η, needs to be chosen based on the CSPR
value being used. For simulations described in this paper, the
scaling factor was set to 1.0 at BER > 10−3 (without SSBI
compensation) and was adjusted to 0.5 for BER < 10−3.

The transmission link considered used uncompensated SSMF,
and consisted of multiple fibre spans with the span length L,
dispersion D, fibre loss α and nonlinear coefficient γ chosen as
80 km, 16.8 ps/(nm·km), 0.2 dB/km and 1.2 W−1 km−1, respec-
tively. The fibre loss (16 dB) of each span was compensated by
an Erbium-doped fibre amplifier with a noise figure of 5 dB.

The transmission was modelled using the symmetric split-step
Fourier method [36] to solve the nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tion, and the step size was empirically chosen as 0.02 km at a
bandwidth of approximately 500 GHz.

Following transmission, the channel of interest was de-
multiplexed by applying a third-order super-Gaussian optical
band-pass filter (OBPF) with a 3 dB bandwidth of 30 GHz.
For all the results described in this paper, the detected chan-
nel was the central WDM channel, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
optical-to-electrical conversion was performed by square-law
detection using a single-ended photodiode with a 3 dB band-
width of 30 GHz (fifth order Bessel lowpass filter). The received
electrical signal was digitized by a single ADC with a resolution
of 5 bits. In the receiver DSP, after normalization, the demodu-
lation DSP (labelled as DEMOD DSP in Fig. 3) consisted of the
following steps: serial to parallel conversion, CP removal, 512-
points FFT and single-tap frequency domain equalizer to com-
pensate for the phase errors and distortions incurred along the
transmission. Block-type channel estimation, utilizing training
symbols at the beginning of transmitted sequence, was carried
out. The coefficients of the single-tap equalizer were derived
by comparing the received training symbols with the transmit-
ted ones [37] and polynomial fit was utilized to the derived
coefficients for improved channel estimation. Finally, the re-
ceived signal was restored by multiplying with the inverse of
the estimated channel response. Following this, hard decisions
were made on the 16-QAM symbols, the proposed simplified
SSBI post-compensation method was applied to compensate
the SSBI. Finally, BER (by error counting over 220 bits) and
error vector magnitude (EVM) [38] were calculated. In order
to evaluate the proposed SSBI compensation performance, the
previously proposed receiver-based iterative SSBI estimation
and cancellation technique was also performed for comparison,
with the number of iterations set to four to achieve the optimum
performance.

In DD SCM optical communication systems, there is a trade-
off between the SSBI and the signal-ASE beating noise. Signals
with lower CSPR suffer from high SSBI, while high CSPR
leads to large signal-ASE beating noise penalties. Hence, it
is crucial to ensure that the system is operating at the optimum
CSPR value. However, after SSBI compensation, the trade-off is
changed (due to the lower impact of SSBI), therefore the CSPR
value needs to be reduced to the new lower optimum value to
maximize the performance of SSBI compensation technique.
In this paper, for performance optimization, the CSPR used for
the system implementing SSBI compensation was reduced by
3 dB with respect to the value for the uncompensated system.
The optimum values of CSPR for systems implementing sim-
plified and receiver-based iterative SSBI compensation methods
are similar due to the unchanged tradeoff between the SSBI and
ASE-noise beating, despite the differences in the SSBI com-
pensation schemes. Furthermore, although a very strong carrier
(corresponding to high CSPR) is applied, the total transmitted
optical power is below the Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
threshold [39], and thus, the SBS effect is not considered in the
simulations.
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Fig. 5. (a) BER versus OSNR without and with iterative and simplified SSBI
compensations (left). Back-to-back received constellation diagram (right) at the
OSNR of 36 dB, (b) without (EVM = 16.9%) and (c) with (EVM = 10.0%)
simplified SSBI compensation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optical Back-to-Back Performance

The optical back-to-back performance evaluation was carried
out by performing ASE-noise loading at the receiver to mea-
sure the BER versus OSNR. The CSPR was swept from 5 to
13 dB at each OSNR level to obtain the optimum system perfor-
mance. The BER was measured and the resultant curves plotted
as functions of OSNR for the cases without and with (simpli-
fied and receiver-based iterative) SSBI compensation methods
(see Fig. 5(a)). It can be seen that the system performance is
significantly improved after applying both SSBI compensation
techniques. The required OSNR value at the 7% overhead hard-
decision forward error correction (HD-FEC) threshold (assumed
to be BER = 3.8 × 10−3) is found to be 36.6 dB without SSBI
compensation, with an improvement by 8.7 to 27.9 dB for the
case with simplified SSBI compensation, and by 9.2 to 27.4 dB
for the case with receiver-based iterative SSBI compensation.
The slight difference (0.5 dB) between the two compensation
methods is mainly due to the additional beating between the
signal–signal beat products and ASE-noise.

In order to observe the effect of SSBI compensation, the op-
tical back-to-back signal constellations at a high OSNR value
(36 dB), without and with the simplified SSBI compensation
are plotted in Fig. 5(b) and (c). It can be observed that, after
applying SSBI compensation, the compensated constellation is
significantly less distorted than the uncompensated one. The
EVM decreased from 16.9% to 10.0% after applying the SSBI
compensation. Therefore, in the optical back-to-back case, the
proposed simplified SSBI compensation technique can signifi-
cantly mitigate the impact of SSBI penalty caused by square-law
detection, and at the same time has a very similar performance
to the receiver-based digital iterative SSBI mitigation technique,
but with lower digital hardware complexity.

B. WDM Transmission Performance

Following the assessment of the back-to-back performance,
WDM transmission simulations were carried out for the cases

Fig. 6. BER versus transmission distance without and with SSBI
compensation.

without and with simplified SSBI compensation. Transmission
assessments from one span (80 km) to six spans (480 km) of
uncompensated SSMF were carried out and the calculated BER
values at the optimum optical launch power per channel were
obtained. BER versus transmission distance is shown in Fig. 6.
To provide the optimum system performance, the CSPR value
was optimized to 16 dB without and 13 dB with SSBI compen-
sation at the FEC threshold. It can be observed from the results
that the proposed SSBI compensation technique significantly
improves the WDM transmission performance at all distances.
With this technique, the BER is improved by more than one
order of magnitude for distances up to four spans (320 km). The
achievable transmission distance at the 7% overhead HD-FEC
threshold was extended by 100% (from 240 to 480 km over
uncompensated SSMF) after implementing the proposed SSBI
compensation technique. The reduction in gain of SSBI compen-
sation with increasing transmission distance results from penal-
ties due to fibre nonlinearities becoming more significant and
dominating the system performance at the longer transmission
distances.

For a comparison with the receiver-based iterative SSBI mit-
igation technique, the system performance at 240 km transmis-
sion distance was evaluated by plotting the BER versus optical
launch power per channel (see Fig. 7(a)). It can be seen that the
simplified SSBI compensation offers almost the same perfor-
mance as the iterative SSBI mitigation technique. In comparison
to the uncompensated case, the optimum optical launch power
was reduced by approximately 1 dB. The received constella-
tion diagrams without and with the simplified SSBI mitigation
technique are shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c). The measured EVM
value decreased from 17.9% to 12.8% after implementing the
proposed SSBI cancellation technique. Therefore, the technique
is shown to significantly improve the WDM DD SSB-OFDM
transmission performances.

Furthermore, the transmission performance of these two SSBI
compensation techniques was compared by plotting the BER
versus the number of iterations for a transmission distance of
240 km, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the iterative SSBI
mitigation scheme requires multiple (typically 3) iterations
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Fig. 7. (a) BER versus optical launch power at 240 km WDM transmission
without and with iterative and simplified SSBI compensation methods (left). The
received constellation diagrams at 240 km (right), (b) without (EVM = 17.9%)
and (c) with (EVM = 12.8%) simplified SSBI compensation.

Fig. 8. BER versus the receiver iteration number using the simplified SSBI
compensation scheme and iterative compensation at 240 km transmission
distance.

at the receiver to fully exploit the SSBI compensation perfor-
mance. However, the simplified SSBI mitigation scheme offers
very similar performance while avoiding the need for multiple
iterations.

Further work will be required to assess the effects of electri-
cal bandwidth limitations of the components and non-negligible
DAC/ADC quantization noise on the SSBI compensation
scheme in low cost systems.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed and assessed, for the first time, a novel SSBI
cancellation technique with low electronic hardware complexity
for WDM DD SSB-OFDM systems. This technique combines
the use of digital pre-distortion and post-compensation, em-
ploying a single-ended photodiode. At the transmitter, a simple
pre-distortion method is carried out as the first stage of the SSBI
cancellation method to partially compensate the SSBI and
reduce the DSP complexity at the receiver. Then, the receiver-
based SSBI estimation and cancellation technique further can-
cels the interfering beating products without the need to carry out
multiple iterations. The performance of this technique was tested

on a simulated spectrally-efficient (2.1 (b/s)/Hz) 9 × 112 Gb/s
WDM SSB 16-QAM OFDM system on a 50-GHz grid, and
was compared with the receiver-based iterative SSBI mitiga-
tion technique, which performs well but has higher DSP com-
plexity. The optical back-to-back operation and transmission
performance without and with the SSBI mitigation techniques
were assessed. It was shown that the proposed simplified SSBI
compensation technique has a performance very similar to the
receiver-based iterative cancellation technique, and significantly
reduces the penalty caused by nonlinear distortion due to square-
law detection. The back-to-back operation showed a reduction
of 8.7 dB in the required OSNR at the HD-FEC threshold.
Following this, simulations of WDM transmission were per-
formed. Utilizing the proposed SSBI compensation technique,
the performance was significantly improved at all distances. The
achievable transmission distance was extended by 100% (from
240 to 480 km over uncompensated SSMF). Furthermore, the
optimum optical launch power per channel was reduced by ap-
proximately 1 dB. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
proposal and assessment of this simplified SSBI estimation and
cancellation technique, which may be favorable for low-cost
DD OFDM WDM transceivers offering dispersion tolerance
and high ISD for short- and medium- haul links in metro, access
and inter-data centre, 100G or 1T Ethernet links. The proposed
scheme is also suitable for Nyquist-SCM WDM transceivers.
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